Abstract. Efficiently accessing multidimensional data is a challenge for building modern database applications that involve many folds of data such as temporal, spatial, data warehousing, bio-informatics, etc. This problem stems from the fact that multidimensional data have no given order that preserves proximity. The majority of the existing solutions to this problem cannot be easily integrated into the current relational database systems since they require modifications to the kernel. A prominent class of methods that can use existing access structures are 'space filling curves'. In this study, we describe a method that is also based on the space filling curve approach, but in contrast to earlier methods, it connects regions of various sizes rather than points in multidimensional space. Our approach allows an efficient transformation of interval queries into regions of data that results in significant improvements when accessing the data. A detailed empirical study demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms the best available off-theshelf methods for accessing multidimensional data.
Introduction
In current database applications there is an increasing need to efficiently handle multidimensional data such as temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal, multimedia, scientific, and medical data [1] . Multidimensional relational data can be represented as points/vectors in a multidimensional space, where each attribute corresponds to a dimension.
Multidimensional databases are usually very large in size. Such a large and increasing volume of data needs efficient access methods to support it, otherwise the improvements of more complex data representation and reasoning may be lost due to inefficient access. It is well known that with traditional multidimensional access methods [2] performance deteriorates rapidly as the dimensions increase [3], thus they typically do not scale well to higher dimensions.
The difficulties associated with multidimensional data grow with the number of dimensions. Once data have more than three or four dimensions, additional problems begin to arise, loosely termed the 'curse of dimensionality', which can severely deteriorate an access method's performance. At higher dimensionality (10 dimensions or higher) the existing methods do not work well, in the sense that a sequential scan of the table becomes faster (less time and/or less block accesses) than using the index to answer most queries [4] . At higher dimensionality space and data become very sparse and distance metrics lose their meaning. For above 10-15 dimensions the number of dimensions that are not partitioned can become large as there are simply not enough data to require all dimensions to be split. This causes nodes to waste space on redundant information on these unpartitioned dimensions. Selectivity in unpartitioned dimensions is then not supported and the interior nodes can contribute little to the selectivity of the index tree. To cope with high number of dimensions dimensionality reduction techniques have been applied, which reduce the original space to a much lower dimensional subspace [5] . However, the transformation of data or queries requires additional resources and typically only approximate the original data. Therefore dimensions reductions is not a solution in many application domains, and a need for an efficient access method to manage medium to high dimensional vector data remains.
Several types of approaches have been developed in order to cope efficiently with multidimensional data. In particular, Space Filling Curve (SFC henceforth) methods play a prominent role in the area. SFC methods, e.g. Z-order curve [6], Hilbert Curve [7] , and Gray Codes [8] partition data into multidimensional pixels according to the bottom granularity, and employ a curve that passes through all pixels in the multidimensional space. This curve produces a total order of pixels in space. This ordering enables the use of existing efficient one dimensional access structures, such as B + -trees. Leaf pages of the access structures then represent data on a segment of the curve, producing a primary index where nearby data are clustered with a high probability. The main disadvantages of SFC's methods are that they are CPU intensive and that they suffer from high overlap between pages (curve segments) and the query interval. The UB-Tree [9] integrates a space filling curve and a B + -Tree creating a primary index for multidimensional data. It is a paginated index where each leaf node represents a block of data on a segment of the curve. It divides the space into linear segments of a Z-curve (or any SFC). Disadvantages of the UB-Tree are that it requires modification to the DBMS kernel for integration and like other SFC's the segments are typically not hyper-cubic and may even represent disjoint space. One of the most prominent d dimensional point data structures is the K-D-Tree and its variants: the hB-Tree [10], the BD-Tree [11], the hybrid tree [12] and the quad-Tree. The K-D-Tree is a binary search tree that uses a recursive subdivision of the data space into partitions by means of (d -l)-dimensional hyperplanes. A disadvantage common to all K-D-Tree methods is that for certain distributions, no hyperplane can be found that divides the data objects evenly. Like the K-D-Tree, the quad-tree [13] decomposes the universe by means of iso-oriented hyperplanes. An important difference however, is the fact that quad-trees are not binary trees anymore. The subspaces are decomposed until the number of objects in each partition is below a given threshold. Quad-trees are therefore not balanced, and the subtrees of densely populated regions need to be deeper than sparsely populated regions, giving a bad worst case behavior.
In this paper, we are interested in multidimensional access structures that efficiently support basic vector data operations, in particular interval (window) queries as such queries play a prominent role in many contexts. It has been shown that space partitioning and employing the virtual structure is beneficial for efficient management of temporal data [14] , [15] . In this work our focus is on methods that scales well at medium dimensionality (from 4 to 18 dimensions). Also, a fundamental requirement is that our
